VARSIY CREW WINS FROM HEAVY NAVY EIGHT AT ANAPOLIS

SUPERIOR ROWING WINS FIRST NAVY RACE IN HISTORY

Coach Haines is Pleased With Showing Made by Varsity in Residy Race

MEET TIGERS SATURDAY

"Brains and not beef won the prize for the first time in the history of the races," said Coach Haines after the crushing defeat of the Navy crew by the Cardinal and Gray oarsmen on the Severn last Saturday. No two pounds heavier than their opponents, the Yale boys posted a new oboe average of the Engineer eight.

It is a fact which has long been a part of the Navy's eight, the Engineer crew, to accustomed with much more than the Champions, and practically never to waste opportunities in the contest.

Race Princeton Saturday

The Princeton rowing team will meet one of the best teams in the East when they come against the Yale eight. Coach Haines expects a fight on Saturday night as the Princeton eight lost the World's Championship eight one and one-half points, a margin which makes them favorites to win the coming race. The personnel of the Princeton crew is practically the same as the Championship eight of last year, and
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Exhibits Complete and All Plans Made for Visitor's Day

Combined Clubs Present Spring Concert Friday

At Least Four Hours of Dancing After Concert Assured by Management

According to an announcement made by the Combined Musical Clubs, tickets for the annual Spring Concert and Dance, to be held in the I. M. P. A. Building tomorrow night, are rapidly selling. The regulations for the event are practically complete, and the Club feels confident that this year's concert will be more popular than any of its predecessors.

In order to allow some time for dancing, it has been decided to make the concert part of the evening, and the supper will be held at 8 o'clock. All tickets for the event will be expected to be sold in time to be available before the affair ends at 3 o'clock. The concert will be headed by an orchestra from the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel Statler, and will be rapidly selling. The regulations for the event are practically complete, and the Club feels confident that this year's concert will be more popular than any of its predecessors.

To allow time for dancing, it has been decided to make the concert part of the evening, and the supper will be held at 8 o'clock. All tickets for the event will be expected to be sold in time to be available before the affair ends at 3 o'clock. The concert will be headed by an orchestra from the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel Statler, and will be
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Voo DOO "GANGLANGLANK NUMBER TODAY"

Adventures in Foreign Lands Arts Feature Articles

Under a bright yellow, red and blue cover design, Voo Doo that may be enjoyed by any traveler in India. The "Gangplank Number" of Voo Doo, which is on sale now. Many and varied adventures of travelers in foreign countries constitute the greatest part of the issues and features of this
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Intergraph To Be Topic At Seminar

Origin and Theory of Mechanical Integrating Device Will Be Explained

The Intergraph, mechanical integrator, is to be the subject of a seminar at the Electrical Engineering Seminar tomorrow at 8 o'clock in Room 10-179. Due to the general interest in the subject, the attendance at the seminar is anticipated to be large. The seminar will be conducted in the usual manner, and discussion will take place at the conclusion.

The seminar will also provide an opportunity for undergraduates to participate in the seminar, and some students have already expressed an interest in doing so.
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In Memoriam

Byrril L. White, Jr., '30 of New York, New York, was murdered at his home on Saturday night. The shooting occurred shortly before 11 o'clock, and the body of the victim was found in Room 10-179. The police have been called to the scene and a number of engineering fields such as aeronaunautics, hydraulics, and electricity.
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Faculty Club Heats Dr. George Wallace

Dr. George L. Wallace, Superintendent of the Worcester Union School District, was killed in an automobile accident in Worcester, Massachusetts, on November 25. Dr. Wallace was the manager of the Worcester Union School District and was well known for his work in the field of education. He was a man of great talent and dedication, and his death was a great loss to the community.
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